There is an extraordinarily inexpensive experimental opportunity in relativistic optics that a fortunately situated lone experimenter can undertake.
where c/n is the propagation speed of the light relative to a medium of refractive index n, v is the speed of the medium itself, and w is the resultant convection speed. This expression is independent of the wave or photon nature of light, so that the wave-particle dichotomy is of no concern.
If in a classical etherless point of view the two speeds c/n and v are simply additive, the exact convection speed is simply
The Fresnel coefficient (1 -1/n 2 ) of v in Eq. (1) is readily discriminated experimentally from the unity coefficient of v in Eq. (2) .
It will sorely tax the credulity of most physicists that contrary to widespread belief there is no satisfactory experimental support for Eq. (1). There is, in fact, disturbing experimental contradiction of Eq. (1).
The earlier experimental methods involved interferometric measurements for both the distance between fringes corresponding to the monochromatic wavelength of the light and the shifting of the fringes corresponding to the actual convection effect, Fizeau's 1851 work 1,2 and Michelson's modified repeat 3 of it in 1886 used white light, which, as Michelson himself noted, 4 "does not give even an approximately accurate result." A monochromatic wavelength is measurable; the wavelength of white light is only coarsely known. The Sagnac experiments 5, 6 and their modified repeat by Dufour and Prunier 7-9 also used an unfiltered continuous spectrum light source, whereby these experiments were rendered quantitatively valueless.
In 1914 Zeeman 10 stated explicitly that a monochromatic source had to be used, and yet his work [11] [12] [13] on convection by flowing water was not satisfactory. There was a 5-10% uncertainty in the assumed length of the water column. There was a 10-20% uncertainty in the measured speed of the turbulent flow.
In addition, Zeeman confessed that he did not fully understand the critical adjustment of his rather complex interferometer. He published photographs of fringes at widely different wavelengths showing interfringe widths that were not correspondingly different. He seemed to be unaware that by selecting the fringe widths arbitrarily "according to the circumstances" he was also altering the calibration and the sensitivity of his interferometer, rendering his measurements unreliable and ambiguous.
Zeeman reverted to the use of an unfiltered continuous spectrum carbon arc source to make the fringes more visible in his last 1922 experiments 14, 15 with shuttling flint-glass rods. Licence 16 noted that these experiments "are not regarded as productive of conclusive results."
This astonishing state of affairs lay unsuspected for the next forty-two years. In 1964, Macek et al. 17 published the results of their fortuitously designed ring laser experiment on the nonparallel convection of IR light in flowing carbon tetrachloride. Their results were admittedly not in accord with their uncritically assumed expression for parallel convection only, rather than the actual skew convection configuration of their experiment. A detailed analysis of this experiment has been published elsewhere. 18, 19 Their graphically presented observations, with sinr = (1 -1/n 2 ) -1/2 , are shown as they gave them except for the superposition of the classical etherless line and the correct Einstein theory line, both for skew convection (see Fig. 1 ).
In 1966, Batifol and Pécile 20 briefly noted a convection effect in a flowing gas that contradicted the special theory of relativity. It stuns the imagination to realize that such an utterly incredible oversight of the experimental evidence concerning the convection of light in moving media could persist for these past one hundred and thirty years.
The serendipitous design of the Macek et al. experiment neatly avoided the pitfalls of prior experiments. This experiment is very inexpensive. It is almost an off-the-shelf experiment. It is, therefore, readily repeatable without undue expenditure of time and effort. It is a project that can be undertaken by a sole experimenter.
The consequences of this first-order, uniquely discriminatory, experiment hardly require explanation. It has been this author's purpose to stimulate a healthy curiosity that will lead to independent repetitions of this experiment.
The evidence of experiment in relativistic dynamics is widely regarded as most convincing. It is to be noted as Einstein has suggested that it takes but one experiment in kinematics on which dynamics is based to cause a revision of our current understanding and beliefs.
